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IN COLLEGE PHYSICS

CHAPTER 1
THE INTRODUCTION
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CHAPTLK 1
THE IN'i'HODUCTION

The European philosophy of education has long been to
eduoate the most brilliant of its youth and to negleot advanced
eduoation for the larger remainder.

Their progressively se-

lective system eliminates the less capable student and allows
only the better student to progress into the next academic
level.

In the United States a different philosophy is preva¬

lent and has been increasing in popularity for the past thirty
years, that is the philosophy of eduoation for all.

A certain

amount of elementary school education has been compulsory by
law as far back as the colonial days.

Gradually the age when

a child might leave school to go to work has been raised so
that now children must remain in school until the age of six¬
teen or seventeen.

The result is that almost every child has

some secondary school eduoation.
(1)

Increased Student Enrollment:

Formerly only those

pupils who definitely planned to enter college attended high
sohool or the academy.

These pupils came largely from fami¬

lies of means, where background and heredity were favorable to
success in college.

With the increasing number of pupils

in the secondary schools the average intellectual and cultural
level of the secondary school student began to drop.

Also, in

keeping with the growing American idea of eduoation for all,
increasingly large numbers of young people desired to enroll
in the colleges.

In view of the steadily decreasing intel¬

lectual and cultural level of the secondary school student, it

4

soon became evident that the possession of a secondary school
diploma would not guarantee success in college.
(2)

Definition of Success:

The question, "What is

success in college," immediately arises.

We will all agree

that there are many varieties of success and each may be con¬
sidered in terms of several criteria.

In this study, the

author, in using the term success, refers to academic success
which in our present educational system is measured in terms
of school marks or grades.

Thus, a grade above some arbitra¬

rily fixed point is passing, or success, while a grade below
that point is failure.

It is realized that this criterion is

definitely restricted as a measure of "profit" arising from a
course, but any other criteria which might be mentioned are
so intangible as to eliminate them from a study of this sort.
In speaking of success or failure, therefore, this measure is
meant throughout.
(3)

Selection of College Students:

Thus, returning

from the momentary digression on the meaning of "success" as
applied to this study, we find that the secondary school di¬
ploma, while signifying the successful completion of a cer¬
tain amount of academic work, gave little evidence of possible
success or failure in advanced units of work.

The necessity

for selecting prospective college students from among the more
capable of the secondary school graduates became obvious.

To

meet this problem the various colleges and universities began
to give entrance examinations to select their incoming stu¬
dents.

To standardize the system the College Entrance Exami¬

nation Board was established November 17, 1900.

This board

6

gave the same examinations, in the various required subJeotB,
all over the United States.

These examinations and the

various examinations given by the individual colleges and
universities have undoubtedly eliminated many people who
would not have been successful in college.
(4)

Students Eliminated from College Entrances

It

4

is quite conceivable that these examinations also excluded
i

pupils who might have done well in college if permitted to
enroll.

Both this group and those pupils who were legitit

mately excluded, that is, those who would have failed in
college had they been permitted to continue, may have
partially wasted several educational years by pursuing the
»

college preparatory course.
♦

i

The contention of many educators

►

is that these pupils could have spent their time much more
profitably in taking courses designed to prepare them for
one or more of the various crafts, or for business.
(5)

Inadequacy of Entrance Examinations:

That these

college entrance examinations failed to eliminate all those
people who were not of college caliber is evident when we
.

*

examine the records of the various colleges and note the
number of students who are eliminated from college each year
because of lack of success.

The contention is that these

students waste not only their own time and money but also
that spent by the institution in the attempted education.
(6)

Better Selective Devices:

It will be readily

agreed that wastes should be reduced to a minimum, and this
situation presents no exception.

The problem has been

recognized and many studies have endeavored to find some

6

measure for predicting the probable success of high sohool
pupils, as measured by the marks they moke, in college
courses.

The study by Ruth Byrne* on long range prediction

from I. Q• scores obtained in elementary sohool

the

studies by Sylvester B. Schmitz2 and others, of data obtained
during and at the end of high sohool are typical examples
and these will be discussed in the following chapter.

It

might be noted here, however, that while these studies have
by no means found a perfect solution to the prediction
problem regarding general success in college, they have
made large advances over the previous prediction methods,
and where adopted they have undoubtedly reduced the time
and money v/asted by unfortunate choice of college applicants.
(7)

Varied Student Ability;

The improvements in

prediction made possible by the various studies already
referred to have certainly not solved the entire problem.
We know that while a student may have the ability to com¬
plete a college program and get a degree, he is not neces¬
sarily equally proficient in every phase of the college
curriculum.

A student may do well in linglish and fail in

physics, or he may do well in chemistry and fail in French.
(8)

Survey System and Defects;

Freshmen and

1.
Byms, Ruth and Henmon, V.A.C.
"Long Range Prediction
of College Achievement" School and Society XII
(June 29, 1925) pp 877-860.
2. Schmitz, Sylvester B.
"Predicting Success in College:
A Study of Various Criteria" The Journal of Mucatlonal
Psychology XXVIII (September, 1957) pp 465-475.
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sophomores often ohoose a general program, bronohing out
Into many fields in any one of whioh they might ooneentrate
during their Junior and senior years.

At least part of the

philosophy behind this survey system is to enable the
student to find those fields in whioh he excels

those in

which he is inept, as well as to discover his relative
preferences.

While it is very necessary for a student to

do this before he chooses his life's career, and while the
survey system is usually a very convincing one, it also is
a rather wasteful method.

When a student does so poorly in

a subject that he fails, or barely passes a course, it is
questionable whether he has derived any lasting benefit from
being exposed to it.

It will be quite generally conceeded

that if the failure or near failure could have been pre¬
dicted, the substitution of a different course would have
been desirable.

Here again suitable predictive methods

would greatly reduce the amount of time, effort, and money
that is wasted each year through the failure of students in
the various courses in college.
(9)

Prediction of Specific Abilities:

The problem is

not a new one and educators have studied many of the various
devices suitable for predictive purposes in some of the
particular college subjects.

Some of these studies dealt

with chemistry, mathematics, engineering, and science in
general.

Studies concerning the prediction of physios grades,

however, are rare with only three semi-extensive investigations

8

by L. B, Ham*", G. A. Foster4, James Vaughn5, and a few casual
studies by others, available in the periodicals,
(10)

This Study;

Accordingly, realizing the benefits

that could be derived from accurate prediction of grades in
physics, and finding that much of the available data suitable
for possible prediction of physics grades has not been
examined in that light, this study was initiated to discover
what, if anything, in the past records of college students
would predict their grade in elementary college physics.
More specifically, this study examines the relative value
of twenty-seven high school grades, freshman college grades6,
and mental test scores, in predicting grades in elementary
physios at Massachusetts State College.

3. Ham, 1. B,
College Physics"
(December, 1936)

’’High School Physics as a Preparation for
The American Physics Teache_r IV
pp 190-194,

4.

Foster, G. A.
"The Correlation of the Marks in Certain
High School Subjects with Those in College Physics and
College Chemistry” School Science and Mathematics XJUTIII
(October, 1938)
pp 743-746.
5.
Vaughn, James "The Comparative Value of Certain ^Measures
for Predicting Grades in College Physics
school ..ana uoc 1.ty.
JCVIII (January, 1923) pp 28.
6. Elementary physios is not taught until the sophomore year
at Massachusetts State College. This fact makes possible the
use'of freshman grades for prediction purposes.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

(^)

Prediction of General Collet Liucoess:

Probably

due to the mass intelligence testing of all men in the
United States army in 1917-18, the post world war period
found the public, and particularly the educators, extremely
I. Q* conscious.

There was a great desire to catalogue and

classify all people, especially children, according to
intelligence or mental age.

Educators and psychologists

published many and varied forms of intelligence tests and
soon almost every elementary school pupil had an I. Q,
rating.

In many schools several forms of the same test were

given periodically through the elementary school and even in
the secondary school.

Then, upon entering college the

student was again confronted with a barrage of various types
of intelligence and aptitude tests.

For the most part the

testing program ended almost where it began.

The student

was "pigeon-holed" according to his I, Q. and the records
were left to decay in the files.
When the educational world began to see the need
for better prediction of college success, the value of in¬
telligence was immediately considered, and with the vast
wealth of intelligence test data available, various studies
soon appeared.

Pew were restricted solely to this criterion,

however, and average high school grades, achievement in the
several high school subjects, and other test data were also
examined.

11

la)

Song toiKe Prediction;

Beoause Information con¬

cerning probable oollege suooeBs or failure, available during
the elementary sohool, would be of great value in directing
the educational efforts of the student, and beoause the
intelligence ratings are available during the elementary
sohool period, several studies on long range prediction
Involving intelligence data have been made.

Ruth Byrns1 2 in

1935 found that, "Lack of ability to do successful college
work can be determined relatively early in the educational
career of an individual."

Her study was based on 250

students registered in the University of Wisconsin, and
originally part of a group of 2,058 pupils in the Madison
schools who were given the National Intelligence Test A and
B in 1920.

A correlation of .459 was found between the

intelligence test scores and college freshman grades.

Of

the fifteen people entering college for whom failure was
predicted, only seven graduated and these had to spend at
least one extra semester to graduate.
A similar study by JF. S. Adams^ indicated that the
I. Q. obtained during the later elementary sohool period pre¬
dicted college freshman aptitude test achievement better than
did the relative high sohool achievement of the students.

He

used as subjects 1£05 elementary school children in Texas,

1.
Byrns, Ruth So Henmon, V.A.C. "Long Range Prediction of
College Achievement" School and Society XLI (June 29,1935)
pp 877-880.
2. Adams, F. S.
"Predicting Hi£i School and College Records
from Elementary School Test Data" Journal of Educational
Psychology XOJC (January, 1938)
pp 56-66.
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500 of whom he traced through high school and part of these
into college,

(The number entering college was not given.)

The I, Q, data was determined from National Intelligence
Test scale A, and the high school achievement was measured
in terms of the Stanford Achievement Test form A.

The

method of comparison was not given and the article lacked
definite convincing figures.
Another study of long range prediction is that
published by Rosenfeld3 in 1938,

He used as subjects 200

students who had apparently attended both the Detroit ele¬
mentary schools and Wayne University,

He correlated both

Detroit First Grade Intelligence and Detroit Advanced Intelli¬
gence Tests with the honor point averages earned in Wayne
University,

The First Grade Intelligence Test was found to

have no predictive value, having a correlation of only
.21.1*05 with college honor point averages.

The Advanced

Intelligence Test, however, had a correlation of ,46^,04
with college success as measured by the honor point aver¬
ages.

It should be noted that while the two intelligence

tests gave quite different results, the intercorrelation
between them is very low, signifying that one or the other
(presumably the First Grade Test) is not a valid test.

One

will also note that the correlations with the advanced test
agree with the findings of Ruth Byrns cited above.
(b)

3.

Prediction at and of Hidi School:

There are many

Rosenfeld, M. A. and Nemzak, G. 1,
"Long Range Predic¬
tion of College Marks" School and Society XLVII
(January 22, 1938)
pp 127-128.
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other tests and much data besides I. ft. scores that might hare
value in predicting college suooess, and examination of these
oriteria has not been neglected.

In a study of 3£77 Yale

students. Crawford and Burnham4, in 1932, found that the
College Entrance Board Examination failed both "to secure an
index of the individual's probable all-around scholastic
promise" or to evaluate an individual's ability to do college
work in the particular examination subject.

A correlation

of .47 was found between College Entrance Board Examination
grades and average college freshman grades, while a correla¬
tion of .57 was found between average high school grades and
average college freshman grades.

The average high school

grades accordingly are considerably better for prediction
than the College Entrance Board Examinations.
Landry5 in 1937 also found in examining several
criteria that College Entrance Board Examinations were not
very useful in the prediction of oollege success, but found
that, "Average secondary school adjusted grades have the
best correlation with average freshman grades.”

Schmitz6

also found that, "The high school scholastic quotient is the
most efficient single instrument in determining success in

4. Crawford, A. B. and Burnham, P. S. "Entrance Examina¬
tions and College Achievement" School and Society XXXVI
(September 10, 1932) pp 344-352, 378-384.
5. Landry, Herbert A. "The Relative Predictive Value of
Certain College Entrance Criteria" The Journal of Experi¬
mental Education V (March, 1937) pp 256-260.
6. Sohmitz, Sylvester B. "Predicting Success in CollegeA Study of Various Criteria" Journal of Educational
Psychology XXVIII (September, 1937) pp 465-473.
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college."

Other criteria examined in his study were the

American Psychology Test, Army Alpha Test, Iowa Reading
Test, and total score on all tests.
Average high sohool grades were again found to he
the better device for predicting college succes by Fioken7
who studied the relative value of the Minnesota College
Aptitude Test and average hi$i sohool grades.

He found

correlations between average high sohool grades and grade
quotients of the freshman year which ranged from .55 to .68
for various years and sex groupings.

From this examination

of the literature, it is quite evident that average high
sohool grades are to date the best data available for pre¬
dicting average college freshman grades.
By using other means of comparison, it is some¬
times possible to find trends within a certain group, or
groups, that do not appear in the correlation coefficient
gmd which are often quite valuable to the guidance worker.
In comparing college achievement with position in high school
class, Ruth Byrns8 found that:
"Students who rank hi$i in high school
tend to rank high in college. Students
ranking low in high school tend to rank
low as freshmen in college. A con¬
siderable number of students ranking
hi$i in high school rank low in their
freshman year at college, while only a
very few students who were below the

7.
Fioken, C. E,
"Predicting Achievement in the liberal^
Arts Colleges" Sohool and Society XLII
(October 12, 19o5)
pp 518-520.
8.
Byrns, Ruth "Predicting College Success by Higi School
Grades" The nations Schools X (July, 1952) pp 28-50.
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«i^o80h°01 0l?ss average reached the
class average in college work.”
In other words a low high sohool average predicts failure in
oollege better than a good higi school average predicts
suocess In college.

Also, In the examinations of Ohio State

University Psychological Test, It was found, "A low score In
the psychological test promises poor college work more
certainly than a hi$i score promises success."
Again, considering the problem of the guidance
worker, Ferguson9 states that a student who ranks high in
his high sohool class, who has not failed courses, who is
young, and who has had four years of Latin or mathematics,
appears to be a good college risk.
Revision of College Entrance Requirements;

A

few of the studies also have found that particular courses
of study followed by students in high sohool have little
bearing on success in college, and Ferguson10 states that,
"The number of units in science or modem language, or the
number of vocational units has no definite relationship to
success in college."

Quaid11 voices the same opinion when

he says, "There is little evidence to support the practice
of demanding prerequisite or credit patterns in high sohool

9. Ferguson, G. 0. Jr. "Some Factors in Predicting, College
Suocess" School and Society X3QCV1I (April 29, I9s3)
pp 566-568.
10.

Ibid.

11. Quaid, T. L. 3). "A Study in the Prediction of College
Freshman Marks" Journal of Experimental Education VI
(Marsh, 19S8) pp K50-S75.
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as essential to success in oollege."

The same opinion is

expressed even more strongly by Works12 when he concludes:
nThe author feels certain that a few
decades hence, our present practice of
selecting college entrants on the hasiB
of credits in certain fields of high
school endeavor will seem a curious and
inexplicable anomaly* The abandonment
of all prescriptions of subjects except
as they may be essential prerequisites
for certain fields of work, e, g,,
engineering is suggested,"
(2)

Prediction of Success in Specific College

STifeJeota Other Than Physics:

freshman

Besides the work done on pre¬

diction of general college success, some studies have examined
the possibilities of prediction of success in the particular
subjects of the freshman and sophomore years of oollege.
(a)

General:

Gilky13, for example, correlated the

grades in several high school subjects with the grades in
the same subjects in college*
Variables
4-Year Average
English
Ancient languages
Mathematics
Social Sciences
Modem Foreign Languages
Exact Sciences

His results are as follows:

Number
Of Cases

Correlation

Prob. Error

210
210
90
196
199
169
175

.498
.489
.390
.343
.336
.322
.151

.035
.035
.060
.042
.042
.046
.050

English is the only subject that has a correlation with any
predictive value and even that is low.

The very low

12. Works, George "Relation Between the College and Publio
High Sohool" National Education Association Proceedings
LXXI (1933) pp 504-505.
13. Gilky, Royal "The Relation of Success in Certain Sublects in High Sohool to Success in the Same Subjects in
College" School Review XXXVII (October, 1929) pp 579-588.
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correlation for exact sciences may be due to the fact that
the approach or the type of work done in college soienoe is
usually very diirerent from that in hi£$i school,
prediction of Success in Chemistry:

Several

studies have examined the problem of predicting success in
chemistry both in the introductory courses and in advanced
courses.

Dickter14 examined the relation between both the

mathematical and verbal sections of the scholastic aptitude
test and college marks in chemistry.
■<

V

His subjects were the

freshmen enrolled in both of the freshman chemistry courses
4

•

during the years 1930 to 1936 inclusive at the University of
Pennsylvania,

He ran correlations with each of the fourteen

groups against the corresponding scores on the two sections
of the aptitude test.

The average correlation with the

mathematical section was .40 while the average correlation
with the verbal section was only .28.

Neither correlation

%

is very significant for predictive purposes.
Also studying the prediction of suocess in
chemistry, Reusser^ compared the relative values of 1. Q.,
chemistry training test, and chemistry aptitude testB for
predictive purposes.

He found that, "Chemistry training

tests and chemistry aptitude tests correlate more highly
than intelligence," and that, "Multiple correlations of

14
Dickter, M. R. "The Relationship between Scores on the
Scholastic Aptitude Test and College Marks in Chemistry
Journal of lacoerimentsl education Xmi (Feb., 1939) pp 401-9.

15. Reusser, W. C. and others "Predicting Success in First
Year College Chemistry" School and Society XL (Aug. 11, 1934)
pp 197-200.
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I. Q. with either chemistry test gave no better predictive
value than either chemistry test alone.

Helther ohemistry

test gives high enough correlation with college ohemistry to
moke it a very valuable basis for prediction of success in
first year college chemistry."
Prediction of grades in successive college chemis¬
try courses was studied by OttolS at the University of Maine.
The courses examined were general chemistry, qualitative
chemistry, quantitative chemistry, and physical ohemistry.
The grades in each course were correlated with the accumula¬
tive average grade in chemistry at the end of four years.
The earlier courses gave the best correlation with the
accumulative average, general ohemistry having a correlation
of .81 + .05.

Apparently grades in general chemistry at the

University of Maine are relatively good in predicting future
success in chemistry at that college, but so far the various
studies have found no criterion that is valuable as a
device for predicting success in introductory college chemis¬
try.
(c)

Prediction of Success in Mathematics:

Apparently

little work has been done in the prediction of success in
mathematics, but Douglass^7, in an examination of the problem,

16. Otto, Carl "The Correlation of Grades Received by stu¬
dents in Successive College Chemistry Courses" Journal of
Chemical Education XIV (August, 1937) pp 381-383.
17. Douglass, Harl R. and Michaelson, Jessie H. "The
Relation of High School Mathematics to College Marks and of
Other Factors to College Marks in Mathematics" School Review
XLIV (October, 1936) pp 615-619.
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found that, "Beyond the first two years, additional work In
high school mathematics does not contribute materially to
success in the subjects taken in the first and scoond years
of the liberal arts college."

He also examined the relative

value of the four following criteria, namely, (1) average
high school marks in all subjects; (2) average high school
marks in mathematics; (3) rank on the Psychological Eramination of the American Council on Education; (4) any combina¬
tion of these variables.

It was found that the average high

school marks in all subjects gave best prediction of suocess
in college mathematics.
(d)

Prediction of Success in Engineering:

The predic¬

tion of success in engineering has been examined from at
least three points of view, namely, the subject matter
studied in high school, the ability to pass physics and
mathematics in the first year of college, and the relative
value of scores on certain aptitude and reading tests.

A

study of the first of these three aspects by Boardman18
infers that:
"Students who offer more extensive training
in high school science, mathematics, and
manual training, on the whole are somewhat
better prospects for success in the college
of engineering than students who have had
slight contact with these fields.
"It is not safe to assume, however, that
contact with these three fields, science,
mathematics, and manual training, produce

18. Boardman, Charles W. and Finch, Frank H.
Helatlon of
Secondary School Preparation to Success in the Mete of
Engineering" Journal of Engineering Education ^JCIV
(March, 1934) pp 466-475.
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some ability conducive to suoceea in
engineering courses. It is entirely
these hlgh sohool oouroea
teen effective as a selective agent,
Jo. these students who take the most
work in these fields in high school may
possess on the average more ability for
or interest in the types of material met
in engineering courses."
In regards to the second aspect of the problem,
i. e.f failure of physics and mathematics in freshman year,
Iyer19 says, "Our conclusion is that engineering students
who cannot or will not pass mathematics and physics in their
first semester, better transfer to some other department."
The third aspect of the problem, namely, the
relative value of scores on certain tests in predicting
success in engineering has been examined by Feder20 who made
a study of 108 students entering the College of Engineering
at the University of Iowa in 1930.

He correlated the results

of each of a battery of four tests and a composite of the
four tests with first year grade point averages.

The results

wore as follows:
Variables
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
N.

Iowa High School Content Exam
Iowa Silent Reading Test
Mathematics Aptitude Test
English Training Test
Composite Based on Four Tests
First Semester Grade Point Average
First Year Grade Point Average
Humber of Cases

19. Ayer, F. E. "Physics Mathematics and Engineering"
Journal of Engineering Education XX.VIII (April, 1938) pp 582.
20. Feder, D. D. — Adler, D. 1. "Predicting the Scholastic
Achievement of Engineering Students" Journal ^ol^ Engine
Education iXTX (January, 1939) pp 380-385.
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Vari¬
ables

1

2

3

4

8

6

.69 .04

,57 .05

.72 .03

.62 .04

.74 .03

Ma99

7

.69 *04

.50 .05

.69 .04

.60 ,05

.71 .04

Ha84

M

He concludesi
"The predictive efficiency of suitable
tests given at the beginning of the
freshman year furnishes a reliable
basis for the formulation of
personal technique. Furthermore they
furnish a basis for the elimination
of the student lacking in ability
early in the educational process at a
notable human and economic saving for
the student and the University."
(3)

Prediction of Success in College Physics:

There

are as many possible objective criteria for the prediction
of success in college physics as there are grades or combina¬
tions of grades in the records of the various prospective
physics students, yet relatively few of these criteria have
been examined with prediction in mind.

A few authors have,

however, studied the predictive value of scholastic aptitude
test results, high school physics grades, high school mathe¬
matics grades, and intelligence test scores.
(a)

Scholastic Aptitude Tests:

In 1937, in a study of

classes entering the University of Pennsylvania from 1930 to
1935, Dickter2-1- correlated results on the scholastic aptitude
test of the College Entrance Examination Board with grades in

21. Dickter, M. Richard "The Relation between Scores on the
Scholastic Aptitude Test and College Grades in Physios
iM
American Physics Teacher V (December, 1937) pp -63-^67.
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the several physics courses given at the university.

The

mathematics section of the aptitude test gave correlations
of .47, .42, .44, .42, and .37 with the several physios
courses; while the verbal section of the aptitude test gave
correlations cf .36, ,30, .37, .40, and .34 with the same
physios courses.

He concludes:

The results obtained on the mathematical
section in this investigation show sufficient
promise to indicate the desirability of
having such a section in the scholastic
aptitude test for the guidance and teaching
of students in courses in physios."
(<b)

Ilfih School Physics:

C. A. Smith22 made a study

comparing the work done in college by students having previous
high school training in the subject, with the work done in
college by students having no previous hi^i school training
in the subject.

In the case of physics, he found that

65.296

of those students having no high school physics received a
grade of ”0" or better; while

65.896

of those students with

high school physics had "C" or better.

According to this

study, high school physics is neither a help nor a hindrance
to success in college physics.

A somewhat different result

was obtained by Hurd23 in a study of 200 students in the
department of physics at the University of Minnesota in
1928-1929.

He found that students having high school physics

obtained significantly higher grades in mechanics than those

22. Smith, C. A. "High School Training and College Freshman
Grades" Journal of Educational Research JGGCII (February, 1939;
pp 401-409.
23. Hurd, A. W, "High School Physics Makes Small Contribu¬
tion to College Physics" School, and Society XL&I
(April 5, 1930) pp 468-470.

having no high school physics.

In the course in magnetism

and electricity, similar results were found althou^i not eo
marked as in the class in mechanics.

However, the highest

twenty-three students were among those who had high school
physics.

In spite of the findings, he concludes that while

the two contrasted texts (college and high school physios)
hear upon the same general field, the treatment is so
different that what is gained from a study of one does not
help in the other.
(c)

High School Mathematics and Other Criteria:

Realizing the fact that high school grades given by different
teachers in different lii$i schools are not very reliable
statistically, some other measures of high school achievement
have been considered by various authors.

In a study of the

relative value of high school mathematics and hi$i school
physic3 as a preparation for college physics, Ham24 used a
"Sampling Examination" to measure high school "preparation".
A test consisting of a number of questions in physios and
another test consisting of a number of equations in mathe¬
matics were the two "Sampling Examinations".

These were

given at the first meeting of the class to 629 students at
Hew Yotfk University and to 115 students at the University of
Arkansas.

In comparing the results on these tests with

grades in college physics, it was found that better
"preparation" in higi school physics improved the grade in

24. Ham, L. B. "Hi^h School Physics as Preparation for
College Physios" The American Physios Teacher IV
(December, 1936) pp 190-193.
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college physios, and the same was found to he true In mathe¬
matics.

He concludes from these findings that:
"The common statement that high school
physics has no value for those taking
college physics is therefore not con¬
firmed. Compared with the effect of
mathematical preparation, as received
by the students tested, the effeot of
high school physios on the final
college physios grade for the first
semester is shown to he comparable or
nearly comparable for success."
In a more elaborate study conducted at the

University of Chicago, Vaughn25 correlated the following:
Ave. College Physics—High School Physics
"
— "
"
Geometry
"
"
"
*
"
Algebra

.24 +.03
.33 +.03
.25+ .03

From this data he concludes, "For prediction purposes, grades
in geometry appear to be little better than grades in high
school physios or algebra."

However, he also constructed a

test to measure preparation or efficiency in mathematics and
physics.

The correlation between scores on this test and

grades in physics was .43^.02 which, though much higher than
his initial results, was still low for any predictive value.
Further examination of data showed a correlation of .69^.03
between grades in college algebra and grades in college
physios.

He concludes, "Grades in college algebra are the

best means considered for predicting grades in physics."
In an examination of a similar set of data gathered
over a period of five years at the Nebraska State Teachers

25. Vaughn, James "Comparative Value of Certain Measures
for Predicting Grades in College Physios" uchool and society
XVIII (1923) pp 18
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College, Foster26 obtained very different results from those
of Vaughn, cited above.

Foster found that rather than the

highest correlation with college physics, geometry had the
lowest of the four criteria examined.

Furthermore his

correlations were found to be generally much higher than
those found by other authors.

The exact figures are:

*

I

College Physics-Intelligence Quotient-.77+,.03
"
"
—High School Physics—-.747.03
"
"
— "
"
Algebra--.69 ± .04
"
"
— M
"
Geometry—--.667 .04
He concludes:

(4)

1.

"Influence of high school physics
on success in college physics is high."

2.

"Influence of native intelligence
seems to be still higher."

3.

"Influence of high school mathe¬
matics is negligible."

Summary:

The problem of predicting general

college success has been examined and studied quite
extensively.

The resulting new predictive devices, while

far from perfect, are improvements over previous devices.
As improved educational measurements mate grades more
objective, the reliability of the predlotive devices will
undoubtedly increase.

She prediction of success in the

various Individual subjects, however, has been studied to a
nuoh lesser extent and much investigation is necessary
before any definite conclusions can be drawn.

In the study

of the prediction of grades in physics, only a very few of

r .

of the Marts in Certain
fiA Sohoo 1*Subjects lllhS'seln College Physios and College
„

.

nii^nm(October, 1958)

nmup Correlation

Kr,:r;:5d MathematMS

pp 745-746.

the possible criteria have been examined, and these with
inconsistent results.

The review has, therefore, served

not only to show what has been done in the field of predic¬
tion, but also to emphasize the vast amount of work that
still remains to be done.

As yet, there is no known criterion

of hi$i reliability for the prediction of grades in college
physics.

Realizing that the existence of such a criterion

would be a boon to the guidance officer and that most of the
%

grades and scores in the records of college students have
not been examined for such predictive power, the author has
considered it worthwhile to determine the relative value of
the various items of these records in predicting success in
college physics.

CHAPTER 3
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND
SUMMARY OF PROCEDURE
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CHAPTER 3
STATEMEHT OF PROBLEM ARB
SUMMARY OF PROCEBURE

;££Q^3ren?«

ln order to better understand and

appreciate the reasons for using the particular methods in
the various phases of the study, the problem is here stated
specifically:
"To what extent can a student’s success
in sophomore (introductory) physios at
Massachusetts State College be* pre¬
dicted by any grade or score, or com¬
bination of grades or scores, in his
high school and college record?"
(2)

Subjects?

The students whose reoords are used in

this study are those of the graduating classes of 1936, 1937,
and 1938 at Massachusetts State College who, at one time or
another, were enrolled in the sophomore physics course at
that college.

For the most part these students were enrolled

in the physios course between September, 1933 and June, 1936.
(a)

Hi/#i Schools Which Subjects Attended:

These

students are from 157 secondary schools1 throughout Massachu¬
setts and in a very few instances from other states.

Many of

these secondary schools are represented by only one student,
while in other cases from two to twenty-nine students are
from the same secondary sohool.

Grouping the secondary

schools according to the number of students from the par¬
ticular sohool, it was discovered that seventy-three schools
have only one student each, representing them, while two

.

1

See Appendix A for complete list of schools.
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schools have twenty-six and twenty-nine students respectively
representing them in the study.

A complete listing of the

number of sohools grouped according to the particular number
of students representing them in the study may be found in
List 1.

Further examination of that list indicates that

The Number of Schools Grouped
According to the Number of Students
Representing Them in the Study
Number of
Students
per High School
29
26
19
18
15
12
9
8
7
6

5
4
3
2

1
Total

16,456

440 Students

Number of
Hi$i Schools

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
3
6
5
19
39
73
157 Schools

of the secondary sohools involved each have four or

more students in the study and these comprise 53.7* of the
total number of students.

On the other hand, 46.2* of the

secondary sohools involved have only one student each and
account for only 14.5* of all the students in the study.
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Further investigation shows that the sohools in the
Connecticut River Valley which are represented in the study
comprise 20.2* of the total number of schools and 43.5* of
the students.

In considering all of western Massachusetts,

that is west of Worcester, we find that 51.6* of the stu¬
dents come from this section of the state and the secondary
sohools they represent comprise 30.4* of all the sohools.
(t>)

College Which Subjects Attended:

The college

involved in the study, namely, Massachusetts State College,
is a government supported institution, which began as an
agricultural college in 1863 under the Morrill Act
establishing land grant colleges.

In the past twenty years,

however, the number of students seeking instruction in
agriculture has dwindled till now less than 10* of the
student body is interested directly in agriculture.

In 1929

the state legislature, in recognition of the changing
emphasis of work at the college, changed the name of the
institution from Massachusetts Agricultural College to
Massachusetts State College.

More recently the institution,

still growing and changing, granted for the first time in
June, 1939, a limited arts degree.
The students, on entering the college, are required
to take certain subjects during the first two years, and they
fill in the remainder of their schedule with electives in
accordance with certain major field requirements.

The collet

offers major field study in the physical, chemical, and
biological sciences, social scienoes, the various applied
sciences of agriculture, engineering, home economics and
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related fields, and physical education,
(3)

Material:

The material used in this study is

that part of the educational record of the various students
which is available in the files of the oollege registrar.

It

is comprised of the grades in the several freshman subjeots,
the score on the mental tests given at the beginning of the
freshman year, and also the high school grades on those
subjects presented for college admission,
(4)

Procedure:

It was the purpose of this study to

determine the extent to which the grades in any particular
subject may predict the college physics grade; hence, it is
necessary that the grades of the several students in any
•

•

given subject be compared in some manner with the respective
grades of those students in physics.

It was therefore neces¬

sary that the data be collected in such a manner that all the
grades of a given individual remain identified with that
individual.
(a)

Collection of Data:

Since the problem demanded

the examination of the entire available record of students
having studied college physics, the following method of
collecting data was employed:
The cumulative record card of each student of the
throe college classes mentioned was examined.

Those without

a listing of sophomore physics were passed over, while the
oards with a listing of physios were examined in detail, and
the various grades and scores were recorded on a separate
data card for each student.
Appendix B.

For sample data card see

The cumulative record oards tore only college

grades and the examination of another file was necessary for
the collection of the high school grades, which were likewise
recorded on the respective data cards,
<*)

Tabulation of Data:

For ease of manipulation, it

became necessary to transfer the data from these oards to
tables.

Before this transfer was made, however, it was

necessary to make certain adjustments in the secondary school
grades,

aome sohools graded by letters as A, B, C, D, E, or

as in the system B (excellent), 0 (good), F (fair), P (poor),
U (unsatisfactory), and others graded by numbers.

Since

statistical comparisons generally require numerical grades,
these letter grades were translated according to List 2,

LIST 2
Letter Grades of Various High Sohools
With Numerical Equivalent

Letter Grades
A+
A
A~
B+
B
BC+
C
CD+
D

DE
F

Numerical Equivalent

E+
- - - - E
- - - - E«*
«•„(■»«»«*
G+
- - - - G
.
GF+..
F
- - - - F* - - . P+
- - - - P
- - - - P* . - - U

97
92
90
87
82
80
78
76
72
70
68
65
60
55

Since these grades came from 157 schools, there was certain
to he wide deviation in methods of grading.

Some sohools

gave noticeably high grades, while others gave noticeably
low grades.

The latter was particularly true in the case of

the Boston Latin School, where grades normally ranged from
30 to 60.

Ho attempt was made to adjust the numerioal

grades to a common scale but in the case of the Boston Latin
School, the grades were so vastly different from those of
other schools that in examining the high school data, the
students from this school were omitted.
After the data were tabulated2 the grades of
successive courses in the same subject were averaged, and
these average grades were examined for their predictive
value.

Thus, instead of examining the grades in each of

the four courses in high school English, the average of
these grades was studied.

A similar procedure was followed

in the case of French, German, Latin, history, and algebra.
r

Several of the college courses examined extended over a
period of two semesters, and therefore the records
contained two grades.

These grades were also averaged so

that any subject had only one grade.

In the case of the

t

college grade, only the average grade appears on the
tabulation sheet.
(0)

^ftni^ique of Comparison:

Since the study

endeavors to find the extent of prediction possible, and
since the extent of prediction is dependent upon the degree
of relationship, the comparison technique must be one which
will determine the existing degree of relationship between

2.

See Appendix C for Sample Tabulation Sheet.

any criteria and grades in physics.

Since the coefficient

of correlation is a very concise measure of relationship
between any two sets of factors, this technique is used in
the study.
For a more detailed description of procedure
v

one should consult Chapter IV.

CHAPTER 4
SUMMARY OF THE DATA
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The various grades and average grades of both the
high school end college courses were each correlated with the
college physios grade1.

All those subjects which had a corre¬

lation coefficient greater than .4 were grouped two at a time
in all possible combinations end the multiple correlation of
each of these combinations with physics was determined2.

Then

multiple correlations of each possible combination of three
variables against physics were computed3.

The results of each

of these correlations 8re presented in the following pages.
The results of the various zero order inter cor relations and
first and second order partial correlations which were neces¬
sary in computing the multiple correlations are listed in
Appendices F, I, and K respectively.
(1)

Zero Order Correlations:
(a)

Intelligence:

Since the popular mind, in

thinking about educational testing, usually thinks of intelligence testing first, the author has chosen to start the dis¬
cussion of the data with this subject.

The scores made on th,

intelligence test given to entering college freshmen were
correlated with grades in college physics.

1.

From Table I which

See Appendix D for sample zero order correlation.

2.

See Appendix a for sample multiple J°"el8tion of two
independent variables with one dependent vaxiable.
s
See AD’iendlx I for sample multiple correlation
Independent variables with one dependent variable.

01

three
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lists the results, we find that college physics and college
mental test grades have a correlation of only .25.

This is

much lower than would be expected, for pure, theoretical
physics is of such a nature that reasoning and intelligence
rather than memory are considered essential to good work in
the field.

TABLE I
Correlation of Mental Test Scores
With Grades in College Physics

Variables Correlated
With (1) College Physics
(15)

College Mental Test

Coefficient of
Correlation
rl*15 = .25 + .030

Number of
Cases
422

Several conditions might exist which would tend to
lower the correlation.

First, the physics tests may be of

such a nature that intelligence is only a small factor in
getting a high grade.

That is, the test may not measure

ability to do physics 8s much as it measures the amount of
reeding and memorizing the student did the night'before the
test.

Then too, there is a possibility that the mental tests

were not highly valid in their measurement of intelligence.
However, regardless of the reason for the low correlation,
mental test scores have little value as a means of pre¬
dicting success or failure in physics at Massachusetts State
College.
(b)

History:

Average high school history and

oollege history were both examined for predictive value.

Both
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sets of grades were correlated with grades in college physice.
The results appearing in Table II would at first glance give
the impression of a much higher degree of real relationship
between college history end college physios, (r^.g s .36) ten
between high school history end college physios, (r-^.^ * .17.)

TABLE II
Correlation of the Several History Grades
With Grades in College Physics
Coefficient of
Correlation

Variables Correlated
With (1) College Physics
( 8) College History
(23) Average H. S. History

r-j .g s .36 _+.056
ri«23 ■ .17 +,.035

Number of
Cases
103
351

However, due to the rather smsll number of cases in the college
history, the correlation has a lsrge probable error, and there¬
fore one cannot say that the large difference is a real one.
Nevertheless, neither history grade has any value as a device
for predicting college physics grades,
(c)

English:

The average high school English

grades end the college English grades were each correlated
with college physics.

The results are presented in Table III.

High school English has about the same predictive value as
college English has for college physics.
significant in guidance work.

However, neither is

Since a knowledge of language,

particularly English in this country, is necessary for the
proper comprehension of speech and written matter in p iysic^
as well as in any other field, a certain degree of correla¬
tion between ability in English and success in physics should
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TABLE III
Correlation of the Various English Grades
With Grades in College Physics
Variables Correlated
With (1) College Physics
(20) Average H. S. English
(21) College English

be expected.

Coefficient of
Correlation

Number of
Cases

^1*20 — • 23 _+ .034
r^* 2^ s .22
.032

354
423

Doubtless the majority of skills required in one

is quite different from those required in the other, thus
accounting for the low correlation.
It will be noted upon examining the table that the
number of cases in the correlations involving high school
grades is generally considerably less thsn the number in
correlations involving only college grades.

This is due to

the fact that the grades of students from the Boston Latin
School were omitted as was previously explained, end also that
the high school grades for fifty-two of the students in the
study were not available in the college records.

Other varia¬

tions in the number of cases, both in high school end college
subject correlations, sre due to the fact that the various
students did not ell study the same subjects.
(d)

French:

The grades in college French and

average high school French were both correlated with grades
in oollege physics.
found in Table IV.

The results of these correlations may be
Physics was found to have a correlation

of .17 + *037 with average high school French, and a
correlation of .09 + .060 with college French.
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TABLE IV

Variables Correlated
With (1) College Physics

Coefficient of
Correlation

(24) Average H. S. Frenoh
(28) College French

+. *037

rl*24 *
**1*28 =

+, .060

Number of
Cases
304
123

Here again we find that the degree of relationship
is very low, with college French end physics having almost
the lowest possible positive correlation.
correlation found in the entire study.

It was the lowest

Certainly French

grades sre of no value in predicting success or failure in
college physics.
(e)

German:

College German and high school

German grades were both correlated with college physics
grades.

Upon examination of Table V which summarizes this

data, we find that the correlation between average high

^ .066 which is too low to

school Gorman and physics is .20
be of any value in guidance work.

TABLE V
Correlation of the Various German Grades
With Grades in College Physics
Variables Correlated
With (1) College Physics
( 9) College German
(22) Average H. S. German

Coefficient of
Correlation
36 + .038
20 7 .086

Number of
Cases
241
56
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College German has e correlation of .36

± .038 with physics

which is much higher then the high school German correlation.
However, even this has little predictive value.

It is

interesting to note that the enrollment of students in
college German, at least at Massachusetts State College, is
much greeter then the enrollment in high school German
classes.

On the other hand, enrollment in French classes

drops when students go from high school to college,
(f)

Latin:

In the consideration of Latin, there

were no data in college Latin because it was first offered
at Massachusetts State College in 1939 prior to the granting
of the arts degree.

However, the results of the correlation

between average high school Latin and college physics found
in Table VI indicates only a low degree of relationship with
a correlation of *24 + .037.

Again the relationship is not

high enough to be of value in the prediction of success in
college physics.

TABLE VI
Correlation of Latin Grades with
College Physics Grades
Variables Correlated
With (1) College Physics
(18) Average H. S. Latin

(g)

.qnmmfiry

Coefficient of
Correlation
r^.j^Q s • 24

of the Languages:

Number of
Cases

.037

283

Table VII gives

a complete summary of all the high school and college
language grades.

The subjeots are listed In the order of
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TABLE VII
Summary of Correlotionsof All Language Grades
With College Physics Grades
Variables Correlated
With (1) College Physios
( 9)
(16)
(18)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(24)
(28)

College
Average
Average
Average
College
Average
Average
College

German
H. S. Language
H.S. Latin
H. S. English
English
H. S. German
H. S. French
French

Coefficient of
Correlation

Number of
Cases

.038
rl*9 * .36
.25
+ .033
rl*16 s
.24
s
7
.037
rl* 18
rl*20 z .23 7 .034
rl *21 s .22 7 .032
rl*22 08 .20 + .086
rl*24 s .17 + .037
rl* 28 8 .09 7 .060

241
347
283
354
423
56
304
123

decreasing correlation coefficient.

It is to be noted that

college German has the highest correlation with college
physics of 8ll the language grades examined, end college
French hss the lowest.

We also find that the average high

school language grades give the highest correlation of all
high school language grades with college physics, but as
stated in the individual analyses, none of these correla¬
tions ere important as far as prediction of success in
college physios is concerned.

Apparently, the skills re¬

quired to succeed in language are quite different from the
skills necessary in physics.
(h)

General Science:

While general science is

not usually taught under that name in college, there is a
course offered in the freshman year at Massachusetts State
College called orientation which is, in a sense, a general
science course.

The purpose of the course is to give the

beginning student some idee about the universe around him
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and to show him his position with reletion to thiB universe.
The course touches briefly on astronomy, geology, physics,
chemistry, biology, and psychology.

Therefore, the author

has decided to classify it as e general science course and
consider it in connection with high school general science.
The results of the correlation of these two subjects with
college physics sre found in Table VIII.

TABLE VIII
Correlation of General Science Grades
With College Physics Grades

Variables Correlated
With (1) College Physics
( 6) College Orientation
(27) H. S. General Science
BB".« —ma.iirxa.aT::1,r„.■■■■■■

Coefficient of
Correlation

Number of
Cases

s .475 _+ .025
ri«27 =
± *052

.■■■ ■ ;■ I-', !i:a.r--,.—-.t-t t

424
162

, z,- /.

There is a correlation of .47 + .025 between college
orientation and college physics, while high school general
science has a correlation of only .14 + .052 with college
physics.

The orientation course grades correlate relatively

high with college physics and thus we find the first of the
grades suitable for predicting, to some extent, probable
success or failure in college physics.

High school general

science on the other hand has a very low correlation and
since it is not at least four times the probable error, the
existence of any reel correlation is questionable.
(i)

Biological Sciences:

Though college botany

es the name implies, is pure botany, and high school biology
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is usually a mixture of botany, zoology, and entomology, due
to their similar nature, the author has considered them both
under a single heading.

The results of the correlation of

these two subjects with college physics are listed in Tbble IX

TABLE IX
Correlation of Biological Science Grades
With Grades in College Physics

Variables Correlated
With (1) College Physics

Coefficient of
Correlation

Number of
Cases

( 4) College Botany
(19) High School Biology

r^-4 • .58
.022
rl#19 * *24 Hr .058

385
119

We find that the coefficient of correlation between botany and
college physics is .58 ± .02.

This relatively high correlation

indicates that college botany grades should be of considerable
value to the guidance worker in the prediction of success or
failure in college physics.

The low correlation of .24

.058

between high school biology and physics indicates that there
is no predictive value in high school biology grades.
(j)

High School Physics:

Contrary to the findings

of some authors, and yet substantiating the findings of others,
this study indicates that high school physics has a relatively
high correlation with college physics.
it to be .41 + .035.

From Table X we find

It is by no means the highest correla¬

tion found in this study, yet it is by far the highest smong
the high school grades.

However, it must be remembered that

this correlation considers only those students who have had
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TABLE X
Correlation of Grades in High Sohool Physi 08
With Grades in College Physics
Variables Correlated
With (1) College Physics

Coefficient of
Correlation

(7) High School Physics

s .41

both high school and college physics.

.035

Number of
Cases
248
<

The results indicate

nothing about the relative abilities to do college physics,
displayed by students with and without high sohool physics
training.
(k)

Chemistry:

The results of the statistical

examination of the college chemistry grades and the high
school chemistry grades are listed in Table XI.

TABLE XI
Correlation of Chemistry Grades
With College Physics Grades

Variables Correlated
With (1) College Physics

( 2) College Chemistry
(14) High School Chemistry

Coefficient of
Correlation

rl*2 2 *592 ± -021
rl*l4 2 *27 t •037

Number of
Cases

428
280

An examination of the table reveals a correlation of .27
between high sohool chemistry and college physics, which
indicates no predictive value.

The correlation coefficient

of .59 between college chemistry and physics, however, is
the highest of all the zero order correlations with physics
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■hloh were computed In thle etudy.

Consequently, of ell the

subjeot grades examined, one variable at a time,, the grades
in college chemistry oen beat predlot success in college
physics.
Average Klgft School Scienoet

-me average

high school science grades were computed from the grades of
high school physics, chemistry, biology, end general science.
The average grades were then correlated with college physica,
with the results indicated in Table XII.

TADLK XII
Correlation of Average Higi School science Grades
With Grades in College Physics
Variables Correlated
With (1) College Physics

Coefficient of
Correlation

(id Average H. S. Science

*1*11 x .29 + .033

Number of
Coses
347

Here again we note that the correlation of .29 + .033 is too
low for predictive vslue.

If the general science grade,

which gave such a low correlation with physics, had been
omitted from the average, the correlation mi$it have been
somewhat larger, but probably only a small amount.

Due

probebly to differences in methods end materiel studied,
high school sciences do not generally correlate well with
college physics.
(m)

suiamary of Sciences:

A complete sumn8ry of

the various high school end college science grades examined
is given in Table XIII.

We find that the three highest
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correlations are those of college grades while the lower ones
are those of high school grades with college physics.

TABLE XIII
Summary of Correlations of All High School And
College Science Grades with College Physics Grades
Variables Correlated
With (1) College Physios
2)
4)
, 6)
7)
111)
14)
19)
|27)

College Chemistry
College Botany
College Orientation
High School Physics
Average H. S. Science
High School Chemistry
High School Biology
High School Gen. Science

Coefficient of
Correlation

rl-2
rl*4
rl*6
rl*7
rl*ll
rl*14
rl-19
rl*27

B
s
s
r
s
2
a
mm

.591
.581
.471
.410
.29
.27
.24
.14

Number of
Cases

+ .021
+ .022
7 .025
7 .035
+ .033
7 .037
+ .058
+ .052

428
420
424
248
347
280
119
162

Of ell the high school sciences, only physics has a high
enough correlation to be of any value in predicting grades in
college physics.

It is interesting to note that the only zero

order correlations so far considered at all valuable for
predictive purposes appear under a summary of science.

This

i8 to be expected, however, for skills in the several sciences
are probably quite similar.

Thus, if a student does well in

one science, he is apt to do well in the other.

Likewise, if

a student does poorly in one science, he is apt to do poorly
in the other.
(n)

High School Algebra and Plane Geometry:

the examination of the scholastic records of the various
students, mathematics grades were not overlooked,

^ost

college students have studied high school algebra and

In
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geometry,

since both these subjeote ere usea extensively as

tools in both high school end college physios, one might
expect a high correlation between either of them end oollege
physics.

An examination of Table XIV, however, Indicates e

different situation.

TABLE XIV
Correlation of High School Algebra end Geometry Grades
v/ith Grades in College Physics

Variables Correlated
With (1) College Physics

Coefficient of
Correlation

Number of
Cases

(12) High School Algebra
rl*i? = .28 ± *033
(17) High School Plane Geometry r^.17J s .24 + .033

351
345

Algebra, with a correlation of ,28, has a slightly higher
degree of relationship with physics than has plane geometry,
which has a correlation of only .24 with college physics.
In spite of their frequent use in physics, however, neither
is of value in predicting success or failure in college
physics,
(o)

High School Solid Geometry and Trigonometry:

While solid geometry and trigonometry are much less fre¬
quently found in the record of high school students, they
nevertheless were considered in this study, and the results
of correlations between these two subjects end college
physics are listed in Table XV.

Here again the fact that

these subjects are used as tools in physios seems to have
little effect on the correlation.
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TABLE XV

Variables Correlated
With (1) College Physics

Coefficient of
Correlation

(25) H. S. Solid Geometry
(26^ H. S. Trigonometry

rl*25 *
± *054
rl*26 = *15 ± «055

Number of
C8sea
146
141 .

A correlation of ,15 for both solid geometry and trigonometry
indicates no real correlation at ell and certainly no pre¬
dictive value.
(P)

Average High School and College Mathematics:

Correlations of average high school mathematics and college
mathematics with college physics are listed in Table XVI.

TABLE XVI
Correlation of Average High School Mathematics and
College Mathematics Grades with Grades in College Physics

Variables Correlated
With (1) College Physics
( 5) College Mathematics
(13) Average H.S. Mathematics

Coefficient of
Correiation
r*j • g

.50 jf .024
s .27
.053

2

]Number of
Cases
423
354

In oompering the relative merits of these two criteria, the
average high school mathematics grades are found to have the
low correlation of .27, which might be expected when we con¬
sider the low correlations of the grades that made up the
average, namely, algebra, plane geometry, solid geometry, snd
trigonometry.
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College mathematics, on the other hand, has the relatively
high correlation of ,50 with college physios.

Since high

school and college mathematics differ little in method or
material, varying primarily in the degree of difficulty, one
would expect them to have similar correlation coefficients
with college physics.

The fact that they do not may be

partially explained by noting that high school grades ere
probably not at all reliable; that is, a student receiving
a certain grade in one high school might receive a different
grade for a given calibre of work in each different high
school he might attend.

This unreliability of grades is at

least one of the factors tending to reduce correlations
between high school subjects and college physics.
(q.) Summary of Mathematics:

A summary of all the

mathematics grades considered in this study is given in
Table XVII.

TABLE XVII
Summary of Correlations between the
Various Mathematics Grades and Grades in College Physics

Variables Correlated
With (1) College Physics
( 5)
(12)
(13)
(17)
(25)
(26)

College Mathematics
H. S. Algebra
Average H. S. Mathematics
H. S. Plane Geometry
H. S. Solid Geometry
H. S. Trigonometry

Coefficient of
Correlation

r1.5
rl‘12
ri»i3
ri*17

= .51 + .024
= «28 ± *!?33
■
+ *033
=
1 *033

rl*26 s *15 -

Number of
Cases
423
351
354
345
146
141

Here again we note the vast difference between correlations
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of college gradeE ,1th physios and correlations of high school
grades with physics.

College msthemetlcs la the only criterion

of ell the mathematics grades that has any value m predicting
grades in college physics.
lr)

Average High School and Average Colw« r.r,a...

The results of correlations of college physics with average
freshman grades and with average high school grades Is given
in Table XVIII.

TABLE XVIII
Correlation of Average High Oohool end
Average College Grades with Gredes in College Physics

Variables Correlated
"vTith (1) College Physics
( 3) Average Freshmen Grade
(10) Average H. S. Grade

Coefficient of
Correlation
r^g - .58 + .022
rl*10 s *31 Z .033

Number of
Cases
420
354

Again the generally higher correlation of college gredes with
college physics is noted in the correlation of .58 between
average freshman gredes and college physics.

This correla¬

tion indicates relatively high prediction possibilities
between average freshmen gredes and college physics.

Average

high school grades, however, have only a low correlation with
college physics,

(.31) and have no value ss a predictive

agent.
(s)

Summary of High School Grades:

A summary of

all correlations of college physics with high school gredes
is given in Table XIX.
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TABLE XIX
Summery of All Correlation of High Sohool Grades
U1 ^ trades in College Physics

Variables Correlated
With (1) College Physics
( 7)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)

Coefficient of
Correlation

High School Physios
Average h. S. Grades
Average H. S. Science
Average H. s. Algebra
Average H. S. Mathematics
High School Chemistry
Average H. S. Language
H. S. Plane Geometry
Average H. S. Latin
High School Biology
Average H* S. English
Average II. S. German
Average H.. S. History
Average H. S. French
H. S« Solid Geometry
High School Trigonometry
H. S. General Science

rl-7
rl-10
pl-ll
rl‘12
rl*13
rl-14
rl* 16
rl*17
rl*18
rl*19
rl*20
rl* 22
rl*23
rl*24
rl*25
rl*26
rl*27

s r41 +
s .31 +
s .29 +
s .28 7
s .28 +
s .27 +
8 .25 7
m
.24 7
z .24 +
s .24 7
m .23 ♦
m .20 7
.17 7
: .17 +
s .15 +
.15 7
S .14 +

Number of
Cases

.035
.033
.033
.033
.033
.037
.033
.033
.037
.058
.034
.086
.035
.037
.054
.055
.052

mm

mm

248
354
347
351
354
280
347
345
283
119
354
56
351
304
146
141
162

The correlations ore listed according to descending correla¬
tion coefficients.

We find that high school physics is the

only high school subject whose grades are at all useful in
predicting success or failure in college physics.

Considering

the other grades, all that can be said so fer as this study is
concerned is that they have no value in the prediction of
grades in college physics.
(t)

Summery of College Grades:

A summery of all

college grades examined is given in Table XX.

The correla¬

tions in this table are also listrd according to descending
correlation coefficients.

V/e find that college language,

history, end mental test grades have generally low

S3

correlations with college physios.

They have little or no

predictive value.

TABLE XX
Summery of All Correlations of College Grades
With Grades in College Physics

Variables Correlated
With (1) College Physics

Coefficient of
Correlation

Number of
Cases

( 2)
( 3)
( 4)
( 5)
( 6)
( 8)
( 9)
(15)
(21)
(28)

rl* 2

8
8

428
420
385
423
424
103
241
422
423
123

College
Average
College
College
College
College
College
College
College
College

Chemistry
Freshman Grades
Botany
Mathematics
Orientation
History
German
Mental Tests
English
French

rl*3
rl*4
rl*5

■
■
S

.59
.58
.58
.51
.47
.36
.36
.25

+ .021
7 .022
7 .022

+ .024
+ .025
rl*6
+..059
rl*8
s
+ .038
rl*9
+ .030
rl*15 s
.22
■
7
.032
rl*21
rl*28 8 .09 + .060
mm

College science and mathematics grades have rela¬
tively high correlations with college physics and therefore
heve considerable value in the prediction of success or
failure in college physios.
(u)

Summary of Best Single Predictive Factors:

A summary of the best single predictive factors that can be
used in the prediction of success or failure in college
physics 81 Massachusetts State College is given in
Table XXI.

In order to determine whether combinations of

two or three of these factors taken together will give
higher correlations and thus have greater predictive velue,

TABLE XXI
Summary of the Factors Best Suited for
Prediction of Grades in College Physics
Variables Correlated
With (1) College Physics
(
(
(
(
(
(

2)
3)
4|
5)
6)
7)

College Chemistry
Average Freshman Grades
College Botany
College Mathematics
College Orientation
High School Physics

Coefficient of
Correlation
r1#2
rl-3
rl»4
rl*5
r^.g
1*1 *7

.
■
=
a
■
s

.59
*58
.58
.51
.47
.41

+
+
+
T
+
+

Number of
Cases

.021
*022
.022
.024
.025
,035

428
420
385
423
424
248

multiple correlations of both two and three variables with
'

college physics were computed.
(2)

Multiple Correlations of Two Variables:

Table XXII

lists the multiple correlations of all possible combinations
of the six highest predictive factors, ta3cen two at a time,
with college physics.

We find that combinations of

(a) college botany and college chemistry, (b) oollege botany
and average freshman grades, and (o) oollege botany and
college mathematics, when correlated with college physics,
all have equally high correlations approximately .07 higher
than the highest zero order correlation.

Therefore, all of

these three combinations are equally good, and better than
any single factor, in the prediction of grades in oollege
physics. It is interesting to note that each of the three
combinations has college botany as one of the factors.
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TATtl.K YYTX

Multiple Correlations of Two Variables
With Grades in College Physios
Combination of Variables Correlated
With Grades in (1) College Physios
C. Chemistry* *
C. Chemistry
C. Chemistry
C. Chemistry
C. Chemistry
Ave. Fresh* Grades
Ave. Fresh* Grades
Aye. Fresh. Grades
Ave. Fre sh. Grades
C. Botany
C. Botany
C. Botany
C. Mathematics
C. Mathematics
C. Orientation

(3)

Aye. Freshman Grades
C. Botany
C. Mathematics
C. Orientation
H. S, Physios
C. Botany
C. Mathematics
C. Orientation
H. S. Physics
C. Mathematics
C. Orientation
H. S. Physics
C. Orientation
H. S. Physics
H. S. Physios

Coefficient of
Correlation
*1*23

.64**

*1*24
21*25
?1*26
pi *27

.63
• 6^

.66
.63
66

hi. 34

•

k1-35

.60
.59
.62

%'36

fil*37
R1*45 * • 66
hi
• 63
1*46

5*47 = .56
21*56 » .58

Rl.57 * .58

Kl*67 * .56

Table XXIII, found on Page 57, lists the multiple

correlations of all possible combinations of the six highest
predictive factors, taken three at a time, with college
physics.

We find that combinations of (a) chemistry, botany,

and average freshman grades, (b) chemistry, botany and
mathematics, and (o) chemistry, botany, and high school
physics, when correlated with college physics all have
equally high correlations.

These correlations are approxi¬

mately .03 higher than the highest two-variable multiple

* The following abbreviations are used in Tables AXU cind
XXIII: C. a College, Ave. s average, Fresh. * Freshman,
H. S. - Hi$i School.
** l’he numbers In the multiple correlation symbol designate
the variables according to the following system. 1-oollege
physiosjE-oollege chemistry; 3-ave. fresh, grades; 4-college
botany; 5-oollege mathematics; 6-orientation; 7-H.b. physics.
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correlation coefficient and approximately .10 higier than
the highest zero order correlation coefficient.

Therefore,

all of these three combinations of three factors each, oro
equally good and better then any single factor or combinetion of two factors in the prediction of grades in college
physics,
A condensed summary of the entire findings is
given in Chapter 5.
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tabu: XXIII
Multiple Corrections of Three Variables
With Grades in College Physios

Combinations of Variables Correlated
With Grades in (1) College Physics
C* Chemistry*- - - - Ave. Fresh. Grades
C. Botany
C. Chemistry - - - - Ave, Fresh. Grades
C. Mathematics
C. Chemistry - - - - Ave, Fresh, Grades
C. Orientation
C, Chemistry - Ave. Fresh. Grades
H. 3. Physics
C. Chemistry - --c. Botany C. Mathematics
C, Chemistry - - - - c. Botany C. Orientation
C. Chemistry-c. Botany II. S. Physics
C. Chemistry - - -■ - C. Mathematics C. Orientation
C. Chemistry - - - - C. Mathematics H. 3. Physics
C. Chemistry - - - - C. Orientation H. S. Physics
Ave# Fresh. Grades - C. Botsny C* Mathematics
Ave. Fresh# Grades - C. Botsny C# Orientation
Ave. Fresh. Grades - C. Botsny H# S. Physics
Ave. Fresh# Grades - C. Mathematics C* Orientation
Ave. Fresh# Grades - C. Mathematics H. 3. Physics
Ave. Fresh# Grades - C. Orientation H# 3. Physics
C. Botany - ----- C. Mathematics C. Orientation
C. Botany-- - - C. Mathematics H. 3. PhyBics
C. Botany--- C. Orientation H. 3. Physics
C. Mathematics --C. Orientation H# S. Physics

* See Note on Page 55
*♦ See Note on Page 55

Coefficient of
Correlation
-

R 1*234 = •69+*

-

Rl*235 s *64

-

r1«236 * *64
Rl* 237 = *66
r1*245 * *69
Rl* 246 * -68

Hi. 247 a *69
)

r1*256 8
r1*257 = «66
r1*267 =
r1*345 8
r1*346 ■ «62
r1*347 8 *58
r1«356 8 «60
r1*357 = *64
r1*367 8
Rl*456 8 *64
r1*457 8 *67
r1*467 = *64
r1»567 8 *64

CHAPTER 5
/

SUMMARY OF PROBLEM
AND CONCLUSIONS
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY OF PROBLEM AND CONCLUSIONS

(1)

Purpose of Study:

The purpose of this study was

to discover from the various high school and college freshman
subject-grades those factors which best predict success or
failure in college physics.
(2)

Best Single Factors:

The several zero order cor¬

relations between the various possible factors and college
physics are listed in Appendix E .

From these correlations we

conclude that the best single factors in the prediction of
success or failure in college physics ere those listed in
Table XXIV.

TABLE XXIV
Best Single Factors in Prediction of Success
or Failure in College Physics

Predictive
Factors

Coefficient of Correlation
with (1) College Physics

r1#2
*1*3
r1>4
1*1.5

.59
.50
.58
.50
.47
.41

± .021

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

College Chemistry
Ave. Fresh. Grades
College Botany
College Math.
College Orientation
High School Physics

(3)

Bflflt Combination of Several Factors:

^.5
^.7

+ .022

7 .022
7 ,024
7 . 025
+ .035

Number of
Cases
428
420
385
423
424
248

In order to

determine whether eny combinations of these factors hev e greets
predictive value then any single factor, multiple correlations
.ere computed,

Correlations of all combinations of the six
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fectors taken first two at e time and then three at a time
with college physios were listed in Tables XXII and XXIII
respectively, in Chapter 4.
(e)

Combinetione of Two Factors:

From these lists we

find thet the three best combinations of two fectors each in
the prediction of successor feilure in college physics are
those listed in Table XXV.

TABLE XXV
Best Combinetions of Two Fectors in Prediction
of Success or Failure in College Physics

Combinations of
Two Fectors

Coefficient of Multiple Correletion with (1) College Physics

(4) College Boteny - (2) College Chemistry
(4) College Boteny - (3) Ave. Fresh. Grades
(4) College Botsny - (5) College Math.

ri*24 ■
^.34 = .66
rl»45 *

6X

Combinations of Three Factors:

The beet combina¬

tions of three factors eaoh In the prediction of success or
failure in college physics are those listed In Table XXVI,

TABLE XXVI
Best Combinations of Three Factors in Prediction
of Success or Failure in College Physics

Combinations of
Three Factors

Coefficient of Multiple correlations with (1) College
Physics

(2) C. Chemistry - (4) C. Botany (3) Ave. Fresh. Grades
(2) C. Chemistry - (4) C. Botany (5) C. Mathematics
(2) C. Chemistry - (4) C. Botany (7) H. S. Physics

(4) Summary of Conclusions:

R,

- .69

R. ,9Af. s .69
Rl*?47 = *69

The following generaliza¬

tions can be made regarding the above tables:
(a)

In predicting success in college physics the best

single factor is Freshman college chemistry, average fresh¬
man grades, or Freshman oollege botany.
(b)

In predicting success in college physics the best

combination of two factors is college botany plus college
chemistry, college botany plus average freshman grades, or
college botany plus college mathematics.
(c)

In predicting success in college physics the best

combination of three factors is college chemistry plus college
botany plus average freshmen grades, college chemistry plus
college botany plus college mathematics, or college chemistry
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plus college botany plus high school physics.
Accuracy of the Prediction:

With a multiple

correlation for the best combinetion of three factors of .69,
the prediction of any individual’s success in passing college
physics cannot be too accurately made.

However, the jredic-

tion is sufficiently accurate to be of eld in guidance.

The

prediction must be msde in terms of the probability of
passing if certain grades in the three predicting factors are
made.

In order to aid the reader in judging the accuracy <f

predictions from a correlation of .69, Table XXVII is givai.

TABLE XXVII
Chances in 100 th8t an Individual Making Certe in
Composite Scores from the Three Factors Will Pass
in College Physics

Composite
Score

Chances in 100 of Passing
College Physics
50
66
80
88
94
97
99
99.5

60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95

Table 'XVII is to be read: an individual making a
composite score of 80 on any one of the three combinations of
fectors listed under 4 e has ninety-four chances in one hundred
of passing college physics, etc.

For a further description of

this prediction accuracy, one should consult Appexdix M.

APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
Various High Sohools Represented
In This Study With The
Number of Students From Eeoh Sohool

Neme
Sohool

Number
of
Students

Springfield Central H.S.
Holyoke H.S.
Northampton H.S.
Boston Latin School, Boys
Amherst H.S.
Greenfield H.S.
South H8dley H.S.
East Hampton H.S.
Belmont H.S.
Mount Hermon School
Pittsfield H.S.
Revere H.S.
Malden H.S.
Turners Falls H.S.
Winthrop H.S.
Boston English H.S.
Lawrence H.S., Lawrence
Milford H.S.
Newton H.S.
Searles H.S., Methuen
Westfield H.S.
Athol H.S.
Sanderson Academy
Springfield Technical H.S.
Williamsbury H.S.
Worcester South H.S.
Agewarm H.S.
Arms Academy
Chicopee H.S.
Deerfield Academy
Deerfield H.S.
Everett H.S.
Haverhill H.S.
Ludlow H.S.
Maynard H.S.
Medford H.S.
Melrose H.S.
Needham H.S.
Norwood H.S.
palmer H.S.
Roxbury H.S.

Name
of
Sohool

Number
Qf

Students

Sharon H.S.
3
Taunton H.S.
3
Waltham H.S.
3
West Springfield H.S.
3
Arlington H.S.
2
Ashland H.S.
2
Barre H.S.
2
Belchertown H.S.
2
Boston Latin School, Girls 2
Boston Mechanic Arts H.S.
2
Brockton H.S.
2
Charlemont H.S.
2
Chelsea H.S.
2
Chester H.S.
2
Concord H.S.
2
Drury H.S.
2
Framingham H.S.
2
Holden H.S.
2
Hopkins Academy
2
Jamaica Plains H.S.
2
Johnson H.S.
2
Kingston H.S.
2
Lawrence H.S., Falmouth
2
Lexington H.S.
2
Lynn Classical H.S.
Lynn English H.S.
Monson H.S.
2
North Brookfield H.S.
Orange H.S.
2
Searles H.S., Gr. Barington 2
Shrewsbury H.S.
2
Smith Academy
2
Southbridge H.S.
St. Michael’s H.S., N. H.
Suffield School, Conn.
Walpole H.S.
Ware H.S.
"
Whitmons H.S.

Wilbraham Academy
Williamstown H.S.
Worcester Academy

2
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MjMDIX A
(Continued)

Name
of
School

Number
of
Students

Worcester Classical H.S.
Worcester North H.S.
Adams H.S.
Berkshire School
Beverly H.S.
BoontonH.S., N. J.
Braintree H.S.
Bridgetown H.S., N. J,
Brighton H.S,
Brookfield H.S.
Clinton H.S,
Cohassett H.S.
Dalton H.S.
Dean Academy
Dearing H.S.
Duxbury H.S.
East Boston H.S.
Fairhaven H.S.
Foxboro H.S.
Gardner H.S.
Gilbert H.S., Conn.
Glastonbury H.S., Conn.
Gloucester H.S.
Grafton H.S.
Greenwich H.S., Conn.
Grosby H.S.t Maine
Groveland H.S.
Hamilton H.S.
Hardwich H.S., Gilbertville
Henry T. Wing School
Hingham H.S.
Hinsdale H.S., N. H.
Holton H.S.
House in the Pines
Howe H.S.
Lee H.S,
Leesbury H.S., Fla,
Leicester H.S,

2
2
1
1
1
1
1

l
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3»
1
1

Name
of
School

Number
of
Students

Littleton H.S.
Manlius School, N. Y.
Medway H.S.
Moses Brown H.S., R# I,
Natick H.S.
New Bedford H.S.
New Hampton H.S,
Northborrow H.S.
Nott Terrace H.S., N. Y,
Oxford H.S.
Patchogue H.S., H. Y.
Peabody H.S,
Pepperell H.S.
Perley Free School
Phillips Andover Academy
Reading H.S.
Rockport H.S.
Salem Classical H.S.
Sangus H.S.
Sheffield H.S.
Shelbum Falls H.S.
Somerville
Springfield Catholic H.S.
Springfield Commerce H.S,
Stanley H.S,, Wis.
St, John's H.S.
St, Petersburg H.S,, Fla.
Valley Falls H.S,, N. Y.
Wakefield H.S.
Ware ham H.S.
Watertown H.S.
Westboro H.S,
Weston H.S., Mass.
Weston School, Pa.
Weymouth H.S.
Winchester H.S,
Yarmouth H.S.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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APPENDIX B
Sample Data Card

E-56

Johnson H.S., Ho. Andover
94 Orientation

Algebra 1&2

92 90

Biology

P. Geometry

95 93

Botany

English 1&2

90 91

Chemistry

90

Botany

English 3&4

90 90

Solid Geom.

90

Chemistry

76

Anc. History

Trigonometry

85

Math.

80 87

Eng. History

Physics

90

English

78 72

M.<SM. History 89

Geology

French

U. S. History
French 1&2

Physiology
Physiography

German
Physics

78 72
75 70

French 3&4

Zoology
Mental Test

.749

Fresh. Ave.

78.4

German 1&2
German 3&4

96 92
86

Latin 1&2
Latin 3&4

97 91

History

80

86
75

Gen. Science
»•
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APPENDIX C
Sample Sections of Tabulation Sheets
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wmm a
Sample iero Order Correlation!
Scatter Diagram
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Correlutiont ppl&6«*16J • Boston.
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APPMDIX D
(Continued)
Key to Symbols Used on Scatter Diagram
tor Correlation Coefficient Computation

f - Frequency of tallies per block in scatter diagram
Fh - Sum of f»s along any horizontal line of blocks
N -ZFh = Summation of all the Fj^s
Fv - Sum of f»s along any horizontal line of blocks
N »ZFV » Summation of all the FT» s
dx - Horizontal deviation from the assumed horizontal
median
dy * Vertical deviation from the assumed vertical
median
Fhdy - Product of any Fh multiplied by its (dv) vertical
deviation
y
ZFhdy ■ Summation of all the F^dy* s
FyCLj. ® Product of any Fy multiplied by its (dx) horizontal
deviation
ZFydx - Summation of all the Fyd^.* s
Fhdy2 « Product of Ffcdy multiplied by dy
SF^dy2 ■ Summation of all the Ffcdy2,s
Fvdx2 * Product of Fydx multiplied by dx
ZFydx2 - Summation of all the Fydx2 ' s
fdxdv ■ Product of the frequency of any block multiplied
J
by both the horizontal and vertical deviations
Z=2hfdxdv « Summation along any horizontal line of blooks of
*
all the fdjdy’s
Zz - Summation of all the Z1 s
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APPENDIX D
(Continued)
Formula and Computations

971

££6 „ 170

TZB-JZS
\ 1008
M 4£8

T

\ 4£8 /

Jlfett
>1 4£8

(167^
V 4£8/

£,£65 - .5£g X .390

»

3.755 - .£79 |"3.650 - .15£
f

£,£65 - ,£06

P.

h*m

.6745X(1-.S9££)

\| 3.476 \[ 3.498
r -

£•059
1.86£
1.866

P ® £.059

-zrm

P. E.=

.6745X(l-.35£)
£0.65

P.

• 59£

£0.65

P. E.<

.436
£0.65

P* E.=

•

0£1
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APPENDIX E
List of Zero Order Correlations
of the Several Variables with
College Physics

Variables Correlated
With (1) College Physios

Coefficient of
Correlation

Prob.
Error

( 2) College Chemistry
( 3) Ave. Fresh, Grades
( 4) College Botany
( 5) College Mathematics
( 6) College Orientation
( 7) Hi$i School Physics
( 8) College History
( 9) College German
(10) Ave. H. S, Grades
(11) Ave, H, 5, Science
(12) Ave, H, S, Algebra
(13) Ave. H. S, Math,
(14) H, S. Chemistry
(15) College Mental Tests
(16) Ave, H. S, Language
(17) H. S. Plane Geometry
(18) Ave, H, S, Latin
(19) H, S, Biology
(20) Ave, H. S. English
(21) College English
(22) Ave, H, S, German
(23) Ave. H. S, History
(24) Ave. H. S, French
(25) H. 3. Solid Geom.
(26) H. S. Trigonometry
(27) H. S. Gen, Science
(28) College French

rl*2=
rl*3
rl*4
pl* 5
rl- 6
rl- 7
rl* 8
pl* 9
rl*10

.59
s .58
s • 58
a • 50
3 .47
- ,41
r .36
a ,36
a .31
a .29
pl*ll
rl 12 a ,20
*1 13 3 .27
rl 14 » .27
a .25
pl 15 3 ,25
rl* 16
17 a .24
r1*
pl* 18 « ,24
pl* 19 e . 24
pl- 20 s *23
pl* 21 s , 22
rl’ 22 s , 20
, r .17
P1‘ 23
rl*24 3 .17
rl* 25 3 .15
rl*261 ^3 * 15
rl*27 3 .14
rl*28! a ,09

.021
.022
.022
.024
.025
.035
.059
.038
.033
.033
.033
.033
.037
.030
.033
.033
.037
.058
.034
.032
.086
.035
.037
.054
.055
.052
.060

=

Number of
Cases
428
420
385
423
424
248
103
241
354
347
351
354
280
422
347
345
283
119
354
423
56
351
304
146
141
162
123
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APPENDIX F

List of Zero Order Intercorrelation
used in Multiple Correlations
Variables Correlated

(2) College Chemistry - (3) Average Freshman Grades
(2) College Chemistry - (4) College Botany
(2) College Chemistry - (5) College Mathematics
(2) College Chemistry - (6) College Orientation
(2) College Chemistry - (7) High School Physios
(3) Average Freshman Grades - (4) College Botany
(3) Average Freshman Grades - (5) College Mathematics
(3) Average Freshman Grades ~ (6) College Orientation
(3) Average Freshman Grades - ~
(7) High School Physics
(4) College Botany - (5) College Mathematics
(4) College Botany - (6) College Orientation
(4) College Botany - (7) Hi$i School Physics
(5) College Mathematics - •
(6) College Orientation
(5) College Mathematics - (7) High School Physics
(6) College Orientation - (7) High School Physics
3=

Correlation
Coefficient

Prob.
Error

r2*3 a *709

.016

r2»4 a .514

.024

r2*5

=

*579

.021

r2*6

*

*488

.024

T2*7 a .328

.038

r3*4 a *737

.015

r3*5 3 .726

.015

r3 .6

.712

.016

rg.7 = .303

.039

r4*5 = *451

.026

r4*6 s .626

.019

r4.7 s .349

.037

r5.6 s .450

.026

rg.y

—

.039

Tg.y a .282

.039

*
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AEPKKDIJL Q

Sample Multiple Correlation2of
Tv/o Independent Variable a
With College Physics
(1)

College Physics

(2)

(3)

= .592

Xl*22 a .352

College Chemistry

rl-3 = *578

ri.32 . .335

Ave. Fresh, Grades

r2-3 - •709

r2«32 * *506

Rl*23 "

] ri.22 t

^1»23 3 \
1

gj.s2 - 2r1>2 X r!.3 X ra.a
1 * r2*3*

jJHtt flt 2 X ,592 X .578 X .709
1 - .506

352 -J- .335 - .485
Rl*23 * ^
.494

Rl»23 "

0*
'f£494

r1»23 = ^*409
.

Rl*23 a

*

*S39

Croxton, Frederick S. and Cowden, Dudley J. “Applied
General Statistics” New York Prentice-Hall, Inc . 1939
xviii+944 Multiple Correlation pp 770-772
2.
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Al-PEUDIX H
Sample Computation of
First Order Partial Correlations
(1)

College Phy3ics

rj..a = .592

(2)

College Chemistry

rl*2 * «578

fl - r1#s2 - .815

(S)

Ave. Fresh. Grades

r2*3 r .709

^1 - r2.32 . ,70e

rl2*3

•• ^

•

^|l - ri.32^|l - r2.3:

r12*S

& .592 - .578 X .709

.815 X .702

4m

r12«3

r12*3

rl2#3

.592 - .410
.572

mm

.572

s

.218
i

3.

Same as 2.
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APPENDIX I
list of First Order Partial Correlations
r
r12*3
r12»4
r12 *5
*12*6
*12*7
r13*2
r13*4
*13*5
r13*6
r13*7
ri4.2

r14*3
>TL4.5

r14*6
r14*7
*15*6
*15 *7
116*7
*23*4
1*23*5
*23*6
r23*7
*24* 5
1*24*6
*24*7
1*25*6
1*25*7
1*26*7
T34*5
1*34*6
1*34*7
r35*6
T35*7
*36*7
1*45*6
r45*7
r46*7
r56*7
r34*2

.318
.429
.426
.469
.531
.281
.279
.357
.389
.522
.399
.279
•459
•414
.512
.372
.450
.411
.570
• 516
.591
.678
.3485
.308

.452
.462
• 540
.436
.672
.534
.708
• 649
.703
.686

. 244
.396
.588
.346
.619

r2

.101
• 184
.181
.220

.282
.079
.078
.127
.151
.273
.159
.078
.210

.171
.262
.1385
.203
.169
.325
.262
.349
.459
.121
.0946
.204
.213
.291
.191
.450
.286
.501
.421
.494
.472
.059
.157
.406
.174
.383

1-r2
.899
.816
.819
.780
.718
.921
.922
.873
.849
.727
.841
.922
.790
.829
.738
.8615
.797
.831
.675
.738
.651
.541
.879
.9054
.796
.787
.709
.809
.550
.714
.499
.579
.506
.528
.941
.843
.594
.826
.617

• 948
.903
.905
.883
.847
.959
• 961
.935
.922
.852
• 918
.961
.889
.911
.856
.928
.893
.912
.822
.860
.806
.736
.938
.952
.892
.887
.842
.894
.742
.846
.706
.761
.711
.726
.971
.918
.771
.909
.785
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APPENDIX J
Sample Computation4of
second Order Partial Correlations

(1)

College Physios

(2)

College Chemistry

r12*4 = .279

>1

rls.42

.961

(3)

Ave. Fresh. Grades

r23*4 = *570

\j 1 - r2s.42

.822

(4)

College Botany

—

r12•34

r12*4 = *429

r12‘4 " rlS-4 X r2S*4
^ " r13*4^ ^ * r23*42

•

r12 *34

.429 - .279 X .570
.961 X .822

r12•34

.429 - .159
.787

rl2•34

r12*S4

»•
mm

mm

r12*34 s

4.

t270
.787
.343

• 118

Same as 2

1

-
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APPENDIX K
List of Second Order Partial Correlations

r

r12*34
r12*35
r12*36
rl2*37
n.2-45
r12«46
r12*47
r12»56
^12-57
^12*67
T1Z•45
*13*46
*13*47
*13*56

ris.57

*13*67
P14 • 56

*14*57
r14*67
*15*67
*13*24
*14*32

•343
.301
• 322
.282
.319
• 394
• 392
.361
.383
.432
.074
.219
.264
.208
.326
.362
.358
.407
.384
.371
.04?
.299

r2

l-r2

.118
.091
.104
.080
.102
.155
.153
.130
.147
.187
.0055
.048
.070
.043
.105
.131
.129
.166
.148
.138
.002
.089

.882
.909
.896
.920
.898
.845
.847
.870
.853
.813
.9945
.952
.930
.957
.895
.869
.881
.834
.852
.862
.998

'll - r2
.939
.954
.946
.959
.948
.920
.921
.933
.924
.903
.998
.975
.964
.979
.946
.930
.939
.914
.923
.928
.999
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APPMDDC

^

Sample Computation^* ihree Independent
Variables with College Physios
(1)

College Physios

^

2

(2)

College Chemistry

1 _

2

(3)

Ave. Fresh. Grades

(4)

College Botany

i

1

*12*34

• 640
.922
2

=

•

Rl«234 r

\

X -

Rl*234 =

\

1 - (,640 X .922 X .882)

Rl«234 = ^
Rl*224 t
Rl*234 =

5.

J

\1

(1 -

- *tS»4*)U - r12.a42)

»
1 - .521
.4*9

.692

Same as 2.

•
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APPEHPIX m
Based o " ^ i ‘KJ?., ° ^ '*a8Eln5 College Physios
2? PpeJl0i10* from the Composite Moores
MS?+?h?8en0om^lnatioas of Factors Having
Multiple Correlation Coefficients of

mo

*0 60

<b

h

-Sj 30

$

^ zo

6.

Computed from Table by Otis
Otis, A# S.
"Statistical Method in Educational Measurement'
Mew York World Book Co. pp 225

r
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